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Abstract
A digital computer program has been developed which
analyzes any radial rib antenna which has ribs radiating
from a center hub. The program has the capability
to; calculate the antenna surface contour (reversed
pillowing effect), calculate the optimum rib shape
which minimizes the RMS surface error, calculate the
actual RMS surface error, compensate for rib deflection
due to mesh tension and catenary cable tension, and
determine the pattern from which the mesh gores are cut.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report describes the program capabilities, mathematical formulation,
numerical solution, program usage and requirements, and typical printout of
the radial rib antenna analysis program (RRAMRO) .
The radial rib antenna analysis program calculates the antenna surface contour
of the mesh that is stretched between two radial ribs (reverse pillowing
effect), calculates the optimum radial rib shape which minimizes the RMS surface
error, compensates for the rib deflection produced by the mesh tension and
catenary cable tension, and determines the pattern from which the mesh gores are
cut. The program is designed to run on the JPL Univac 1108, EXEC 8 system and
is written in Fortran V language.
II . PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Program Capabilities
RRAMRO is a radial rib antenna analysis program which is designed to provide
antenna mesh contours, RMS surface errors, optimum rib shapes, rib deflections
due to mesh and catenary cable tensions, and mesh cutting patterns for any
radial rib antenna (Figure 1) . The program's major capabilities and requirements
are described in the following sections.
Mesh Contour Determination: The computer program will calculate the
antenna mesh contour for any radial rib antenna. The user must specify
the mesh unit tensions in the two orthogonal directions. The first
unit tension (radial) is parallel to a centerline between the ribs, and
the second unit tension (circumferential) is perpendicular to this
centerline. The tension parallel to the centerline produces the reversed
pillowing effect, while the tension perpendicular to the centerline tends
to flatten the mesh.
RMS Surface Error Calculation: The computer program will determine the
RMS surface error of the calculated antenna mesh contour with respect to
the desired ideal parabolic antenna. The RMS error may be weighted by
the antenna surface area associated with each node or the projected
surface area associated with each node. The projected surface area is
determined by projecting the actual antenna surface area on a plane normal
to the antenna axis of symmetry. The RMS error may also be weighted by an
illumination factor "E" which describes the intensity of illumination at
each point on the antenna. For constant illumination intensity, this
factor equals 1.0 at all points. The illumination weighting function used
in the program is
cos~1[0.562*V2/(l + cos 6 j]
where K = __ ] _ o
0
o
and 0 = 2*tan~1 (-~)
o 4F
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D = antenna diameter
F = antenna focal length
6Q and 0 are in radians
6 is the angle between the ray through the focal point and the node on the
antenna being considered, and the ray on the antenna axis of symmetry
through the focal point. Additional weighting functions can be substituted
simply by programming the equations in the form of a subroutine and re-
placing the existing weighting function subroutine with the new subroutine.
The user may request illumination weighting or no illumination weighting.
Rib Optimization: The computer program will calculate the optimum rib
shape which will minimize the electrical performance degradations due to
the deviation of the mesh surface from the ideal parabola. The program
alters the rib shape and determines the associated mesh contour and RMS
surface error. The program continues to do this until it finds the rib
shape with the minimum RMS surface error. The final equation of the
optimum rib is
Z = (Radius) + Al*(p) + A2*(4*p3 - 3*p)
8*FPD*RO
A3*(16*p5 - 20*p3 + 5*p)
where p = Radius - RI is the normalized radius and Al, A2, A3
RO - RI
ius = Vx2 + v2are the optimization variables, and Rad
Rib Deflection Due to Mesh Tension and Catenary Cable Tension: The
computer program calculates the rib deflection due to (1) the mesh tension,
(2) the tension in the catenary cable connecting the rib tips. To obtain
the desired optimum rib shape after the cable and mesh are applied, the
predeflected rib shape must differ from the desired optimum rib by an amount
equal to the predicted rib deflection. Therefore, when the mesh and
cable are applied, the rib will be deflected to its optimum shape. The
program prints this predeflected rib shape in both tabular form and also
in equation form. The equation has the same form as the optimum rib shape
equation. The final equation of the predeflected rib shape (machined
shape) is
Z = (Radius) + Bl*(p) + B2*(4*p3 - 3*p)
8*FPD*RO
+ B3*(16*p5 - 20*p3 + 5*p)
where p = Radius - RI and Bl, B2, B3 are the variables
RO - RI
determined during the curve fitting of the equation through the node
points on the predeflected rib shape.
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Catenary Cable Effect: The computer program will accept either a straight
rigid boundary between rib tips or a catenary cable attached between the
ribs. The rib deflection analysis can only be run when using the catenary
cable as an upper boundary. When using the straight rigid boundary, the
program only calculates the optimum rib shape and RMS error and not the
predeflected rib shape.
Mesh Cutting Pattern; The program will calculate the required mesh pattern
for cutting out the mesh gores for the antenna. This pattern includes the
curved boundary which is fastened to the catenary cable.
Mathematical Formulation
In the design of unfurlable antennas with reflectors composed of mesh materials
stretched between radial ribs, one of the problems is the determination of the
deviations of the mesh surface from an ideal paraboloid. The general nature
of the deviation can be seen by examining an umbrella in its open position.
The cloth membrane is pulled taut between two curved, relatively rigid ribs.
Due to the curvature of the ribs and the mesh tension in the radial direction,
the membrane takes a doubly curved contour bowing in toward the concave side of
the antenna. The greater the curvature and the greater the tension in the
radial direction, the greater the deviation from the ideal surface. To calculate
this deviation at points on the antenna mesh, a program was developed to find the
equilibrium contour of the mesh for any radial rib antenna (given the orthogonal
tensions in the radial and circumferential directions). The mesh surface is
assumed to be a membrane with negligible bending stiffness with all forces
acting in the plane of the membrane. The solution of the membrane equilibrium
equation is approximated by applying an iterative relaxation process to a
finite difference approximation to the equations. The scope of the mesh contour
calculation program also includes the capability to calculate the radial rib
shape which produces the minimum electrical performance degradation due to the
deviation of the mesh surface from the parabola. The optimization of the rib
shape is accomplished by superimposing three Chebychev polynomials on the
generating parabola of the ideal paraboloid and using the simplex method to
optimize the polynomial constants.
The mesh contour analysis is formulated by considering the equilibrium of forces
acting on an element of a deformed membrane (Figure 2).
The unit tensions Nr and N^ in two orthogonal directions are assumed to be
uniform throughout the surface. Let ±c and 1 be unit tangent vectors along
orthogonal curves 3 and a respectively. Xjr is the curvature of a line formed
by the intersection of the surface and a plane containing ±f and ±-^ = ir x i_ ,
while X- is the curvature of a line formed by the intersection of the surface
with a plane containing JL^ and ±-^ . Equating forces along iu to zero
(Reference 1), and neglecting the cross term,




Figure 2. Deformed Membrane Element
To obtain the governing equation of the antenna mesh in terms of (x, y, z)
coordinates, one section between two ribs of the antenna is considered. Let
F be the rigid frame formed by the parabolic ribs and the top and bottom
relatively rigid members (Figure 3).
This frame is filled with a surface formed by straight line generators
parallel to the x-axis. If the frame is filled with a membrane, the resulting
surface will be displaced from the straight line surface. Letting £ and
n correspond to x and y respectively, and letting U = displacement of the
membrane in the z direction,
X,
1 + 3/2




Figure 3. Antenna Section












Xr= IL, cos 9S A





2 -. 3/2 1+ 3U3YJ 2 ' 1/2
= 0 (5)















The numerical solution of the above equation was obtained by a finite difference
method using successive over-relaxation to increase convergence (Reference 2).
To minimize the electrical performance degredation due to the deviation of the
mesh surface from the ideal paraboloid, a program to optimize the shape of the
radial ribs was added. To define this optimum shape in terms of a few variables,
Chebychev polynomials are superimposed on the original parabola to define the
new shape. The equation of the rib becomes,
Z = (x + y)/8*FPD*RO + Al*(p) + A2*(4*p-3*p) A3*(16*p5-20*p3+5*p) (7)
where p is the normalized radius and Z is the distance from the plane through
the vertex of the parabola and normal to the antenna axis of symmetry to a point
on the rib. The variables Al, A2, A3 are varied to obtain a rib shape which
produces a membrane deflection with the least RMS surface error. The simplex
method of Nelder and Mead is used to iterate toward the minimum from an initial
estimate (Reference 3). This method obtains a minimization of a function of N
variables by comparison of function values at the (N + 1) vertices of a general
simplex. Then the highest value vertex is replaced by another of lower value.
Since the optimum rib shape is the shape desired after assembly of the antenna,
the as-manufactured rib shape must deviate for the optimum rib shape by an amount
equal to the deflection of the rib when the mesh and catenary cable are applied.
This predicted deflection is subtracted for the optimum shape so that when the
mesh and cable are applied to the rib, the deflection due to the applied tensions
produces the desired optimum rib shape. The rib deflection due to the mesh













deflection normal to the rib
distance along rib
radius of curvature of rib
moment applied to rib from mesh and cable
modulus of elasticity of rib
moment of inertia of rib section
The equation is solved using trapezoidal integration.
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III. PROGRAM USAGE
RRAMRO is a main program designed to be used in batch mode. The input parameters
which define the radial rib antenna's configuration and material properties are read
in from data cards using namelist names DATA1 and DATA2. Any number of antenna
configurations can be generated in a single computer run by including one or more
data groups in the run stream. A data group consists of a DATA1 card and, when
required, a DATA2 card. All input data must be supplied to the computer program in
the same basic units. If these basic units are centimeters, grams, and seconds,
then all dimensions or combinations of dimensions must use these units. The user
cannot mix centimeters and meters, grams and kilograms, or seconds and minutes, etc.
The program then outputs all calculated data in the user's basic units.
NAMELIST/DATA1/ contains 23 parameters which may be assigned values in any data group.
Since the parameter assignments of previous data groups are used if not reassigned,
data groups following the first need contain only those parameter assignments which
are changes from those in the previous data group. The first 13 parameters listed
below are all preset to nominal values during compilation, and only those parameters
differing from the preassigned values need be inputed. The other 10 parameters must
be assigned a value in the first data group. A DATA1 card must be supplied for each
data group.
The following parameters belong to NAMELIST/DATAl/ and may be included in any order.
General Parameters
LOOP = An integer to be used in the first data group to indicate the number
of data groups to be read. RRAMRO reads LOOP data groups including
the first. Parameter preset to a nominal value of 1.
NB = An integer used to define the grid size for the finite difference
analysis. 1 specifies a coarse grid, and 2 specifies a fine grid.
Since the CPU time increases by a factor of three for the fine grid as
compared to the coarse grid, the fine grid should be used only when
the configuration being analyzed is a final analysis. For parametric
studies looking at relationships between the RMS surface error and
antenna parameters such as number of ribs, orthogonal tension ratios,
antenna diameters, etc., the coarse grid should be used. Parameter
preset to a nominal value of 1.
NOPTIM = An integer used to define whether the antenna rib will be optimized.
0 specifies no rib optimization, and 1 specifies rib optimization.
Parameter preset to a nominal value of 0.
NWEIGH = An integer used to define whether the antenna has constant illumination
intensity throughout the antenna surface or has varying illumination
intensity. 0 specifies varying intensity and 1 specifies constant
intensity. Parameter preset to a nominal value of 1.
NAREA = An integer used to define whether the surface errors will be weighted
by the actual antenna surface area associated with each node or weighted
by the projected surface area associated with each node. 0 specifies
projected area, while 1 specifies surface area. Parameter preset to
a nominal value of 1.
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NTENS = An integer used to define whether the rib deflection due to the mesh
and cable tension will be considered. 0 specifies no rib deflection
analysis, and 1 specifies the rib deflection will be analyzed. Parameter
preset to a nominal value of 0. SAG must be set to 0.0 when NTENS = 0.
NCHECK = An integer used to define whether the expanded output will be printed.
The differences between the expanded output and the standard output
are described in the sample output section. 0 specifies the standard
output, and 1 specifies the expanded output. Parameter preset to a
nominal value of 0.
NPUNCH = An integer used to define whether punched cards are outputed. These
cards describe the antenna's surface contour in (x, y, z) coordinates
where z is the distance from a plane normal to the antenna axis of
symmetry through the vertex of the parabolic antenna to the node
point being considered. 0 specifies no cards outputed, while 1 specifies
punched cards outputed. Parameter preset to a nominal value of 0.
NGORE = An integer used to define whether the mesh gore cutting pattern is
printed. 0 specifies no gore pattern, while 1 specifies the printing
of the gore pattern. Parameter preset to a nominal value of 0.
SAG = The deflection from a straight line of the catenary cable attached
at the rib tips. For a straight rigid boundary, this value is 0.0.
Parameter preset to a nominal value of 0.0.
A1,A2,A3= The variables multiplying the Chebychev polynomials which perturb the
rib shape. If a case has been run and the optimum rib shape determined
(Al, A2, A3 known), and if the user wants to rerun that case with the
same DATA1 data but with new DATA2 data, he may input the previously
calculated values of Al, A2, and A3 and set NOPTIM = 0. This saves
CPU time, since the optimum rib is inputed instead of calculated.
Parameters preset to nominal values of 0.0.
RO = The radius of the antenna.
RI = The radius of the antenna hub.
FPD = The focal length of the antenna divided by the diameter of the antenna.
Unitless quantity.
DIFM = The maximum allowable surface error at any point on the antenna.
DHUBR = The subdish primary blockage radius.
ERRHUB = The RMS surface error of the central rigid dish. The central rigid
dish is part of the main reflector surface and lies within the hub of
of the main reflector surface. When RI > DHUBR, the central dish is
included in the overall RMS error computation.
TYC = The mesh tension per unit length in the radial direction.
TXT = The mesh tension per unit length in the circumferential direction at
the inner radius of the mesh.
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TXB = The mesh tension per unit length in the circumferential direction at
the outer radius of the mesh. Using TXT and TXB, the program is
capable of calculating the mesh contour and deflected rib shape for
a linearly varying circumferential tension.
NRIBS = An integer defining the number of antenna ribs. Must be greater than 4.
The following 7 parameters belong to NAMELIST/DATA2/ and may be included in any order.
All 7 parameters must be assigned values in the first DATA2 card. Since the parameter
assignments of previous data groups are used if not reassigned, data groups following
the first DATA2 card need contain only those parameter assignments which are changes
from those previously assigned. A DATA2 card must be supplied whenever the rib
deflection analysis is run; i.e., when NTENS = 1.
General Parameters
WIDTH = The effective width of the fin attached to the rib. If no fin is
attached to the rib, this value is set to 0.0.
HEIGHT = The effective height of the fin attached to the rib. If no fin is
attached to the rib, this value should be set to 0.0.
TROB = The outside radius of the rib at its base.
TRIE = The inside radius of the rib at its base.
TROT = The outside radius of the rib at the rib tip.
TRIT = The inside radius of the rib at the rib tip.
ERIE = The modulus of elasticity of the rib and fin divided by 10 . The rib
and fin are assumed to be made of the same material.
IV. PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
Storage; RRAMRO requires approximately 22,000 words of storage.
Timing; RRAMRO requires approximately 15 seconds to run one mesh shape
calculation with the coarse grid and approximately 45 seconds with the fine
grid. Mesh shape calculation and rib optimization requires approximately
45-60 seconds with the coarse grid and 90-120 seconds with the fine mesh.
Compilation time is approximately 15 seconds and should be added to,the total
estimated computation time.
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V. JOB PREPARATION
RRAMRO and related subroutines are available in source deck. The
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VI. EXAMPLES AND SAMPLE OUTPUT
In order to demonstrate the program's use, example problems are considered in





























































































































































The (-) indicates no preset value is supplied for that variable. The (*) indicates
preassigned values are used. The (x) indicates that no value need be assigned.
Table 1 - Data defining three example cases.
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The following data cards were used to input the three cases.
SDATAl LOOP = 3» NWEIGH=0» NTENS=1, SAG = 1.0» A l = -. 0807598 , A2=-. 0001 072 ,
A3=. Onl 1.375. R0=84., RI=27., FPD=.42, DIFM=.n8, OHHbR=18.» -RRHl !B= .008
TYC=.03, TXT=.09» TX8=.C9, NRIBS=435
1-DATA2 v\1IDTH = .1875» HE I GHT= • 045 » TROc. = .5625, TRIB=.5425» TROT = .5625»
2 - O A 7 A 1 NGPT I. '*i=i» NChEC;<=l» i\P'JNCH=l» NGORE = 1» A l = 0 » 0 » A2 = 0.0» A 3 = 0 - 0 »
i;<T = .12> T X 3 = . 1 2 S
S O A T A 2 W l D T r i = .1875S
J ^ D A T A I N:Q'PTIM=O« ,NA '£ IGH=J , N T E N S = O » N C H E C K = O » NPUNCH=O» NGORE=O»
SAG = 0 .0» RO = 6 C « f R ! = 2 C . » FPD=.5, DIFy.= .8, DHUER = 20 .» T Y C = . 0 4 » T X T = . Q 8 ,
T X 5 = . C 8 » M R I 85=385
For Case 1, only those variables that are not preassigned or are redefined have
been inputed. Cases 2 and 3 reflect the fact that preceding cases have redefined
some of the variables, and only those variables different from the previous cases
are inputed. Note that for Case 1, the variables Al, A2, and A3 are read in, and
no rib optimization is performed (NOPTIM = 0). Previously, the same set of DATA1
data had been run and Al, A2, and A3 were determined. For Case 2, new circum-
ferential tensions are assigned; therefore, a new rib optimization is required.
Although no changes are made in DATA2 variables from Case 1 to Case 2, a DATA2
card is still required for Case 2 since NTENS = 1. For Case 3, no rib deflection
analysis is performed; therefore, no DATA2 card is required. Also, for Case 3,
no solid central dish is considered in the RMS error calculation since the hub
radius (RI=20) and the subdish primary blockage radius (DHUBR=20) are equal.
Description of the Output for Case 2
Case 2 represents a standard mesh contour calculation, rib optimization, and
rib deflection analysis and is printed using the expanded output. Appendix B
is the output for case 2 data.
The output of the node coordinates and z-deflections is in the form of an array
of numbers, with the left hand column being the centerline of a mesh between two
ribs. Only half of the mesh panel is printed, since it is symmetric. The right
hand element in each row is the node on the rib. Figure 4 shows a typical array
of elements.
Case 2 also has card punch output. The format is described below. The first
seven cards list the parameters RO, RI, half angle between ribs, FPD, TYC, TXT,
TXB. The next punched card has the variables, focal length, Y^ and Y£ (from
Figure 5), half angle between ribs, and A^, A2, A3» listed in a (4F10.A, 3E13.8)
format. The next group of cards list the (X, Y, Z) coordinates, node numbers (I, J),
and node card number. The format is (3F10.4, 3110). The final card has the total
number of node cards printed. This total is added to 1,000,000 and printed in a
(SOX, 110) format. This card can be used as a check to see if all node cards are
in the deck.




I = 10, J = 5
Rib
x- coor.
Figure 4 - Typical node locations for mesh shape analysis.
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VIII. APPENDIX A PROGRAM LISTING
FOR » IS >XAIN»MAIN
D I MENS I ON Y < 3 2 1 ) » L I M < 3 2 1 > » U ( 32 1 » 2 5 ) » X < 3 ) » UP ( 32 1 » 2 )
COMMON HH , Y » L I N; » R I » I L I M , D I S » CAS , RO » FL AM , S AN , TXB , T X T » FPD » U « HVT , JPL
1 , DM , D I FMX » D I F M , R I BN , UP » S AG » NCHE C K , NP UNCH , NGORE
CON'yiON/NGG/NOPT IN!»TYC»THETA»EROR »Nfi» DHURR »ERRHU5
COMMON/NT/NDELTU»NWEIGH,NN',ESH,NAREA,NTFK«
1020 FORMAT (1H ,28H*** NUMBER OF RIRS =,I5»2BH ANTEN
1NA RADIUS =,F7.3»12H ***)
1040 FORMAT ( 1 HI » 80 H ***************** «*****************#*******#**#*****
1050 FORMAT ( 1H , 80H* **************** **" ******'*-K-**** ********* *«•******#*#
NMESH=] 50
NAME I IST/DA.TA1/LOOP»MB»NOPTIM»N!WEIGH»NARFA,MTENS»NCHECK>NP1JMCH,
1NGORE,SAG»A1»A2 »A3,R'0»RI »FPD»DI FM , HHIJRR , EPRHUB » T YC , TXB , TXT , NR I BS
DATA. LOOP.N3j.NOPT IM »NWE I GH »NARE A ,NTENS / 1 » 1 » 0 » 1 » 1»0/
1 N CHE CK » MPUNCH » NGORE » S AG » A 1 » A2 > A 3 / 0 » 0 , 0 « 0 . 0 » 0 . 0 > 0 • 0 » 0 . 0 /
LOP = 0
10 LOP=LOP+1






















DI MENSI ONI Y ( 3 2 1 ) »LIM < 3 2 1) »U ( 321,2 5 )
REAL LENGTH
COMMON H H » Y » L I M , R I , I L I M ,D I S ,CAS , RO , EL A.V » S AN , TX3 , TXT , FPD »U . HVT , JPL
1 , DM,DIFMX.DIFM,RI 5N ,'JP » S AG .NCHECK > NP UNCH » NGORE
COMMON /NT /NDE L T U > N-WE I GH , NME SH , N A R E A , N T EN'S
COMMON/NOO/NOPTIM»TYC»THETA,EROR »NR,?HUFR.FRRHU5»TT
COMMON/RBB/FMAX > 5 INT TH,SINTTV» SINT TD
FORMAT ( 1H0.38HOUTPUT UNITS EQUIVALENT TO INPUT UNITS)
WEIGHTED RY ILLUMINATION FUNCTION)
NOT WEIGHTED 3Y ILLUMINATION FUNCTION)
WEIGHTED BY SURFACE AREA OF ANTENNA///)








































= » F 1 0 . 3 )
= » F 1 0 . 3 )
ANTENNA***)
FORMAT!1H0.25HFOCAL LENGTH  DIAMETER=»F10. 3)
FORMAT!1HO»25HFOCAL LENGTH =»F10.3)
FORMAT!1H0.25HTENSION RADIAL DIRECTION=»F10.3 )
FORMAT!1HO,25HTENSION CIRCUM. OIR.TOP =»F10.3)
FORMAT!1H0.25HTENSION CIRCUM. DIR,RA5E=»F10.3)
FORMAT! 1H0.25HMAX .NORMAL SURFACE ERROR= »F 10 . 3 )
FORMAT!1H0.25HSU3DISH BLOCKAGE RADIUS =»F10.3)
FORMAT! lHO,2i iHRTriID O I S M RMS PRROR = ,F10.3)
FORMAT!1HO,25HCABLE SAG =»F10.3)
FORMAT(1HO»25HGRID SIZE PARAMETER =,110)
FORMAT! 1H0.43H.RI6 OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES A(l) TO A(3) = »3fE12.6)
1)
1130 FORMAT! 1HO , 31HD I MENS ION 25 ON M A T R I X EXCEEDS, I 10 )
1140 FORMAT! 1HO, 72HIJNABLE TO OPTIMIZE DUE TO MAX SURFACE ERROR ALLOWED?
ISO ERROR INCREASED. /8H DIFMX =,F10.5)
1150 FORMAT!1HO»10X»43HCALCULATED ANTENNA MESH SHAPE Z-COORDI NATES)
1160 FORMAT!1H1,19HANTENNA RMS ERROR =,E12.6)
1190 FORMAT!1HO,19HWEIGHTED RMS ERROR=,E12 .6 )
1200 FORMAT!///1HO,10X,43HOPTI MI ZED ANTENNA MESH SHAPE Z-COORDI NATES //
1)
1209 FORMAT!1HO,38HFINAL RECALCULATED WEIGHTED RMS ERROR=,E12.6)
FORMAT! 1H0.38HFINAL RECALCULATED ANTENNA RVS ERROR = , F. 12 . 6 )























FORMAT!1H0.17H LENGTH WIDTH )
FORMATdH .2F3.3)
FORMAT!1H0.16H UPPER BOUNDARY)
















































Y( I ) =Y( I-D+ELMT
IF(Y(I ) .LT.HVTT)GO TO 120
Y(I)=HVTT
ILIM=I







IF(EIMNUM-ELMNU.LT.C.01*HH)LIM( I )=L IM( I )-
150 CONTINUE
160 JLIM=LIM( ILIM)
I F { Jl. I M .GT . 25 ) WR I TE ( 6 » 1 1 30 ) JL IM
IF ( JL IM.GT.25)GO TO 340
IF(NOPTIM.EO.O)GO TO 210
















































/MCARDP = .MCARDP+1 OOOCOO
PUNCH 1301,NCARDP
262 I F ( S A G . E O . O . O ) G O TO 301
DO 270 1 = 1 , I L I M
L I M I = L I W ( I )
S A G 1 = U ( I » 2 ) - U < I , L I M I )
U P ( I . 1 ) = 2 . 0 * S A G 1 / X X ( I , L I M I )
UP(I»2)=50RT(Y( I )**2 + XX( I ,LIMI)**?)
270 CONTINUE
XLL=2.*XX(ILIM»LIM(ILIM))
X X 2 = X X ( I L I M , L I M ( I L I M ) )
290 F M A X = X X 2 * T Y C * S Q R T ( 1 . 0 + X L L * * 2 / ( 1 6 . * S A G * * 2 ) )
S = X L L * ( 1. + 8.0* ( S A G / X L L ) * * 2/3. 0-32.* ( S A . G / X L L ) **4/5 . )
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CTAN=2.0*SAG/XX2
DELTH = Y( ILI,V-)-Y( ILIM-2)
DELTV = U( ILIM.2)-b'( ILIM-2 »2)
700 HVP=SQRT(DELTH**2+DELTV**2 )
ATHFTA=ATAN(CTAN)
SIMTTH=SIN( AT HE T A J * (DELTH/HVP) *COS(TT )
SINTTV = SIN(A.THETA)*(DEITV/HVP)













XC= XX ( I , LIM( I ) )
RATIO= ( YC1-DIS) /HVT
IF (RAT IO.LT. 1. F-5)RATIO=0.
r>EFL = (XC*XC+YCl*YCl)/CON+Xm*RAT!C+X(? ) * ( 4 . *R.AT I 0**3~? .*R AT I 0 ) +X (
!?)*( 16»*RATIC**5-20.*RATIO**3 + 5.*RAT 10)
!F( I .E0.1 )GO TO 304
LENGTK = LF.NGTH-f-SQRT( (Y( I )-Y( 1-1) )**2+( DFFL-DFFLM 1 )**2 )
WIOTH=2.*XX( I »NXOC)







CDFFL=SAG-(4.0*SAG*XSPEC**2)/( ! 2.0*X.X( ILIM.MXOC) )**2)
\"RITF(6» 1330 )X SPEC, CDEFL
306 CONTINUE
3C9 DO 310 I=1,ILIM
NXCO = LIM( I )
DO 310 J=1,NXCQ




31 1 CALL PRINT
HO 320 I = 1,ILIN1
NXCG=LIM( I )
DO 3?0 J=1,NXCO















R^AL X(?) ,P(420) ,PS( ?0) ,PSS(2H) ,P3(?0! ,F(,-M 1 . FH , FL ,FF , ^ SS ,
1 AER,RER,ALFA,BETA,GAMA,IJ( 321,25 ) ,UP("71 ,2) ,Y(?21 )
COMMON H H » Y » L I M » R I » I L I M » D I S » C A S » R O » E L A M » S A N , T X B « T X T , F P O » U - H V T , J P L
1 »DM, DI FMX » D I FM, R I BN ,'JP , SAG, NCHE CK , NP 'JNCH , NGOR F
COMMON/NT/NDFLTU,NV/E!GH,NMESH,.NA^EA»NTrMS
1000 FORMAT) 1H1, 10X, 40MI N I T I AL ANTE-IMA N<ESH SHAPF Z-COORD I N ATFS/ / )
1001 FORMAT)1H1.10X.32HINITIAL RI3 SHAPE(CURVE FITTING)}
1002 FORMAK1H1.32HRIB SHAPE CURVE FITTING ITERATES//)
1010 FORMAT(///1HO»5X,43HINITIAL MAXIMUM NORMAL DIFFERENCE f-ijNCT ION=, Fl
14.6)
1011 FORMATt1H1,47HMINIMUM NORMAL DIFFERENCE MINIMIZATION ITERATES//)
1020 FORMAT!1HO,5X»28HINITIAL RMS E^ROR FUNCTION =»E12«6//)
1021 FORMAT)1H1.25HRI5 OPTIMIZATION ITERATES//)
1040 FORMATtlH »17H ERROR »38H OPTIMIZATION VA
1RIABIES)
1050 FORMAK 1H , 17HITF.R FUNCTION,47H (1) (2)
1 (3) )
1060 FORMAT!I4,E15.6)








R E T A = 0 . 5
GAMA=2.
ITRP=NMESH
I T R = I A B S ( W A N T E M )
ITER=0
IL = 1
DO 30 1 = 1 , N
DO 20 I P T = I , N P T , 2 0
2 0 P ( I P T ) = X ( I )
P ( I L ) = P ( I L ) + S I G N ( . 0 5 , P ( I D )
30 I L = H + 2 1
JC = 0
40 CC=0
DO 150 P T = 1 » N P 1
DO 50 I = 1 » M .
I P T = C C + I
5 0 X ( I ) = P ( I P T )
IF(NCHEK.EQ.O)GO TO 60
IF (NCHEK.EG.2 )GO TO 70
F ( P T ) = D I F M A X ( X )
GO TO 80
60 CALL R M S ( E R O R , W E R O R , X , 0 , 1 )
F ( P T ) = E R O R
IF (MWEIGH.EO.0 )F (PT)=WEROR
GO TO 80
7 0 F ( P T ) = R I R E O ( X >
80 I F ( C C - N * 2 0 ) 150,90,90
90 IF (JO 150,100,150
100 I F ( N C H E K . E 0 . 1 ) G O TO 130
IF(.NCHEK.E0.2 )GO TO 1.40




I F < W AN T EM . GT . 0 ) WR I T E ( 6 , 1 0 2 1 )
GO TO 150
130 WRITE(6,1010)F(PT)
I F ( W AN T EM . G T . 0 I WR I T E ( 6 , 1 0 1 1 )
GO TO 150






IF (JC.NE.O) GO TO 160
IF(WANTEM.F3.0)GO TO 160
I F ( WANT El* . GT . 0 ) VP I TE < 6 , 10 50 )





DO 190 1=1, N
IF(F{ I ).GT.FH)GO TO 170
IF(F( I ) .LT.FDGO TO 180
GO TO 190





1 9 0 P R ( I ) = 0 .
IL=20*L-19
DO 200 1=1, N
X( I ) = P ( ID
? 0 0 I L = I l + l
IF tNCHEK.NE.OGO TO 201
IF( ITER.NE.NnELTOOO TO 201
NDELTC=NDELTC+10
NDELTU=0
C A L L C A L C ( X )
201 IF( I T E R . N E . I T R ) G O TO 210
I T R = I T R + T A R 5 ( W A N T E M )
W R I T E ( 6 ,1060) I T E R , F L
I F ( W A . K T E M . G T . O ) WR I TE ( 6 , 1070 ) (X ( I ) , I = 1 , N )
210 IH=20*H-19
IF <NCHEK.NE.DGO TO 260
I F ( F L . L T . D I F M X ) G O TO 280
260 DO 270 I = 1,.M
IF ( A P S ( X ( I ) -P ( IH) ) . G T . A 8 S ( X ( I )*R E R ) +AER ) GO TO 320
?70 IH=IH+1
280 IF( ITFR.EO. I T R ) G O TO 290
IP( ' , \ 'ANTEM.F_0 .0 )GO TO 290
V , 'R ITE(6»1060 ) ITFR,FL
I F ( W A N T E M . G T . O ) W R I T E (6, 1070) (X( I ) , 1 = 1 ,f\| )
290 RETURN
320 I F U T E R . L T . M A X I T R J G O TO 330
I T E R = - W A X I T R
RETURN




DO 340 1=1, N
IPT=CC+I
340 PB( I )=P3( I )+P( IPT)
350 CC = Cr>20
IH=H*20-19
DO 360 1=1, N
PB( I )=P6( I ) /FLOAT(N)










3 8 0 F S = R I B E Q ( P S )
390 IF tFS.GE.FDGO TO 480
DO 400 1=1, N
400 PSS( I )=( l . + G A M A ) * P S ( I > -GAMA*PR( I )
I F ( N C H E K . E Q . O ) G O TO 410
IF1NCHEK.E0.2 )GO TO 420
GO TO 430




430 IF(FSS.GE.FL)GO TO 460
440 IH=20*H-19
DO 450 1=1, N







P( IH)=PS( I )
470 IH=IH+1
GO TO 160
480 DO 490 1=1, NP1




P S ( I ) = P ( I H )
500 IH=IH+1
510 DO 520 1=1, N
520 P<;s< I )=BETA*PS< !) + ( l.-P.FTM *P«( I )
IF{NCHEK.EO.O)C,0 TO 530
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FSS=E"OR
I F ( N W E I G H . E Q . O ) F S S = W E R O R
GO TO 550
540 FS.S = R I P , E Q ( P 5 S )
550 I F ( F 5 S . L T . F H ) G O TO 440
1L=2C*L-19
DC 570 1 = 1,N
FL=P( ID
DO 560 P T = I , N P T , 2 0
5 6 C P ( P T ) = ( P ( P T ) + F L ) / 2 .
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FOR, IS S C « L C » S C A L C
SUBROUTINE C A L O X )
DIMENSION Y ( 321 ) ,LIM (321 ) » U ( 3 2 1 , 2 5 ) »X( ?) ,UP< 321,7)
COMMON HH , Y , L I M , R I » I L 1 V , D 1 S » C AS , RO , E L AN! » S A N , TX 8 , T X T , FPD » U , HVT , J P L
l ,DM,DIFt fX»DIFM,RTRN,UP,SAG,NCHFCKvNPUNrH,NrvOPE»RILTH,RIBLTH
CC-wyOM/NOC/MOPT I" , TYC » THETA » EROR »NB,DH(jBR , E R R H U 2 , T T
COMMON /NT /NOFLTU, NWE I GH , NMESH , M A R F A , X T F NS
lOOn F O R M A K / / 1 H » 3 2 H L A S T SUV LESS T H A N P R E S E N T SUV. , 2F 1 5. 1 0, ! 5// )
CON=8.*FPD*RO
IDM=0
X P Y R O = 1 . C / ( 3 . 0 * F P D )
X P Y R I = R I / ( 8 . 0 * F P D * R O )
POLTHrRO*( ] , 0+2 .0 *XPYRO**2 /3 .0 -2 .n *XPYRO**4 /5 .0 )
RILTH = RI*( l«r! + 2 . 0 * X P Y R I « * - 2 / 3 . 0 - 2 . 0 * X P Y R I * * 4 / 5 . 0 )
RIBLTH=ROLTH-RILTH
IF( , \ 'DELTU.NE.O)GO TO 20
NDELTU=1
00 10 1 = 1 , 1 LI M
Y C 1 = Y ( I )
XC= XX( I , L I M ( I ) )
R A T I O = ( Y C 1 - D I S ) /HVT
IF ( R A T I O . LT .1 .E -5 )RAT IO=0 .
D E F L = ( X C * X C + Y C 1 * Y C 1 ) / C O M + X( 1 ) *RAT IO+X ( 2 ) * ( 4. -»RAT I 0**3-3 »*R AT I 0 ) +X (
13)* ( 16 . *RATIO**5-20 . *RATIC**3+5. *RAT 10)
N X Q C = L I M ( I )
DO 10 J=1,NXQC
1- U( I , J)=DEFL
GO TC 40
70 DO 30 I = 1 , 1 LI M
XC= XX ( I , L I , M ( I ) )
Y C 1 = Y ( I )
R A T I O = ( YC1-OIS) /HVT
IF ( R A T I O . L T . 1 . E - 5 ) R A T I C = 0 .
D E F L = ( X C * X C + Y C 1 * Y C J J / C O N + X l 1 ) *R AT I O+X ( 2 ) * ( 4 . * R A T I 0**3-3 .*RAT I 0 ) +X (
1 3 ) * < 16 . *RATIO**5-2C.*RATIO**3+5. *RAT 10)
DO 30 J=1,NXOC












UIM1J=U( I I ,J)
YIW1J=Y(II)
TF(J.NE.NXOC)GO TO 51
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YIM1J=YC1
D] CALL CONK I , J » C 1 » C 2 , C 3 » C 4 » U I M 1 J t Y I M 1 J )
= W* (C1* ' J< 1 » J+1)+C3*'J( 1 »J-1 )+C2*U( 1+1 , J ) +C4*UI M1J ) +WM1*U ( I »J
M = DSUM+(UNEXT-U( I , J ) ) * ( U.MEXT -'.J ( I, J ) )






80 IF(ISTEP.EQ.l)GO TO 130
IF(DSUM-DM) 150*150,90
9n IF(ISTEP.NE.t I STEP/2)*2)GO TO 91
IF (DMMl.GT.DSUM)GO TO 91
WRITE(6 »1000)DSUM,DMM1»IS TEP
IOM=IDM+1
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FOR, IS SRMS»SRMS
SUBROUTINE RMS( ERC, WERO ,X ,NPRT , NDI F )
DIMENSION Y(321),LIM(321),U(321»25)»X(3)»UP(321,2)
COMMON HH » Y , L I M. » R I > I L I M , D I S , CAS » RO » E L AM , S AN , TXS , T X T , FP D » U , HV T » JPL
1 , DM » D I FMX » D I FM , R I EN , UP » SAG , NCHE CK , MP'JNCH * NGORE
COMMON /NOQ/NOPT I M , TYC » THE TA , EROR » NP-> OHtjBR » ERRHUE , TT
COMMON /N T /NDELT U > Nv'E I GH , MMESH , N ARE A , N T F. NS
COMMON /XY/X A, YA,XC,YC1»Z
1000 FORMAT (1H ,18H HUB RMS ERROR =»F6.4,13H HUB AREA =,F10.5)
1009 FCRMAT< 1H1 » 51HCALCULAT I ON OF THE RMS ERROR OF THE ANTENNA SURFACE)
1011 FORMAT (1HO»54H NODE ILLUMINATION ELEMENT SURFACE ELEMEN
IT )
1010 FORMAT (1H , 51H I J WEIGHT AREA ERROR SUM)
1020 FORMATdH , 2 I 3 , 3F1 1 .4 , F14.S )
1030 FORMATdH ,3X»22HH!J3 WEIGHTING FUNCT I ON »F 10. 5 )
DIF=DIFMAX(X)
IF(NDIF.EQ.O)GO TO 1


































I F ( N P R T . E Q . O ) G O TO 30






I F ( N W E I G H . N E . O ) G O TO 40
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A=WFIGH( I ,J)
GO TO 50
L 0 « = 1 .
50 WCC=WCC+CCP*A
FO.OlGO TC 60
I F ( NCHE CK . NF. . 0 ) WR I T E ( 6 » 1 000 ) 3BP » CCP
I F ( NCHE CK . NE . 0 ) WR I TE ( 6 » 1C 30 ) A
60 ERO=SORT( BB/CC)
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-FOR,IS S A R E A , S A R E A
F U N C T I O N S A R F A ( I , J )
D I M E N S I O N Y ( 3 2 1 ) , L I M ( 3 2 1 ) , U < 3 2 1 , 2 5 )
COMMON H H , Y , L I M , R I , I L I M » D I S , C A S , R O . E L A v , S A N , T X 3 , T X T , F P D » U , H V T , J P L
1 , D M » O I F M X
COMMON /NT / M D E L T U » NV.'E I GH , N M E S H »N A R E A , N T E N S
C O M M O N / N Q Q / N O P T I M , T Y C » T H E T A , E R O R » N6« P-HU^R , f f . P R H L ' R , TT
C O M M O N / X Y / X A , Y A , X C , Y C 1 , Z
L I M I = L I M ( I )
L I M I M 1 = L I M ( 1 - 1 )
HEIGHT=0.0
I F ( N A R E A . E G . O ) G O TO 50
I F d . G T . D G O TO 10
GO TO 30
]0 [F ( I . L T . I L I N D G O TO 20
GO TO 40
20 H E I G H T = ( U ( I+1 , 2 ) - U ( I - 1 , 7 ) ) / 2 .
GO TO 50
3 0 H E I G H T = ( U ( 1 + 1 , 2 ) - U ( I , 2 ) )
GO TO 50
4 0 H E I G H T = ( U ( I » 2 ) - U ( 1 - 1 , 2 ) )
5 0 Y I M 1 J = Y ( I - 1 )
I F ( J . L T . L I M I M D G O T O 5 1
I F I L I M I . E O . L I M I M I ) G O T O 5 1
Y I M 1 J = X X ( I , J ) / T A N ( T T )
51 H l = H H / 2 .
H 3 = H H / 2 .
I F ( J - L I M I - H ) 80 ,70,60
60 H]=0.
H 3 = ( X A - X X ( I , J - 1 ) ) / 2 .
GO TO 82
7 0 H 1 = ( X X ( I » J + 1 ) - X A ) / 2 .
GO TO 82
80 I F ( J - 2 ) 8 1 , 8 1 , 8 2
81 H3=0.
82 I F ( I - I L I M + 1 ) 110,100,90
90 H 2 = 0 .
H 4 = ( Y A - Y I M 1 J ) / 2 .
GO TO ]40
1 0 0 H 2 = < Y ( 1 + 1 ) - Y A ) / 2 .
H 4 = ( Y A - Y I M 1 J ) / 2 .
GO TO 140
110 I F ( 1 - 2 ) 1 2 0 , 1 3 0 , 1 3 0
120 H4=0 .
H2 = (Y( 1+1 )-Y.o ) / 2 .
GO TO 140
130 H 2 = ( Y ( 1 + 1 ) - Y A ) / 2 .
H 4 = ( Y A - Y I M U ) / 2 .
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-FOR, I 5 SCONTtSCONT
SUBROUT INE CONT (I,J»C1,C2,C3,C4,UIM1J,YIM1J)
DIMENSION Y(321 ) ,LIrV.<321) .UI321 »25)»UP(321»2)
COMMON HH » Y,LIM > R I » I L I M » DI S ,CAS , RO , EL AN', 5 A N , TXB - TXT » FPn , U . HVT » JPL
1,DM,DIFMX » DIFM,RIBN,UP » 5 AG > NCHE CK., NP UN r H, NGOR E »R I L T H . R ! BL T H





A=( !.+ ( (U( I ,J-1 )-U( I ,J+1 ) )/(XX( I ,J-1 )-XX( I » J-t-1 ) ) )**2)**<3./2. )
B= 1. + ( ( U ( I , J ! -U I M U ) / ( Y ( I ) -Y I MU ) ) ** 2
RADUS = SORT( Y( I ) **2+XX ( I »L If-'( I ) ) **2 )
XPY=RADDS/(8.0*FPD*PO)
100 IF(J-LIM(I)+l) 120.110.110














SUBROUTINE A H U B ( B B P . C C P )
DIMENSION Y ( 321 ) ,L 1.^(321 ) »U( 321 . 25 )
COMMON HH , Y , L I M » R I , I L I M , 0 I S , CAS , RO * F L AN< » SAN , TX 6 . T XT » FPD » U » HVT » JPL
1,DM»DIFMX.DIFM»RI8N-
COyMON/NOG/MOPT I M , TYC , T H E T A , E R D R ,N8, DHOBR , ERRHUR
COMMON/NT/NDELTU,NWEIGH,NMESH,NAREA.NTFNS
I F ( N A R E A . F Q . O ) G O TO 10
CON=8.*FPD*RO
H=RI**2 /CON
P = D I A 2 / ( P . * H )
RBP=ERRHUB
C C P = ( 6 . 2 8 3 2 * ( ( D I A 2 / 4 . + P * * 2 ) * « ( 3 . / 2 . ) - P * * 3 ) / ( 3 . * P ) ) / ( R I P M * 2 . )
H=DHUSR**2/CON
D! fi2=( 2»*DH.U'3R)**2
P=DI A 2 / ( 8 . * H )
CCP=CCP- (6 .2832* ( ( DI A2/4 .+P**2 ) ** ( 3. /2. ) -?** 3 ) / ( 3 »*P ) ) / ( R T R N * 2 . )
GO TO 20
I n q n p = p R R Htj B
C C P = ( 3 . 14]59*RI **2-3. 141 59*DHU3R**2 ) / (R
20 RETURN




COMMON HH»Y,LIV. »RI , iLIMjDIS.CAS , tfO,ELAM,SAN»TX3»TXT»FPD,U,HVT»JPL
l,DMfDIFMX
COMMON /NQQ/NCPT I M >TYC» THETA,EROR » MB, DHUBR » ERRHUC , TT










P A R A = ( X C + Y C 1 ) / C O N
SLOPE = SQRT(XC + YC1 ) / ( 4.0*FPD*RO*COS ( T T
THET=ATAN(SLOPE)






















THETO = 2.*.ATA.N( l./(^.*FPO) )
CONST = ACOS(,562*(2./(1.+COS(THE TO)))**.5)/THETO
WEIGH=( ( 1.+O/2. )*(COS(CONST*THETS)
RETURN
END
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-FOR,IS SXX.SXX
FUNCTION XX( I »J)
DIMENSION Y(321 » ,LIM(321 )














DIMENSION Y(321 ) ,LIM(321 > ,U(321»25)»'JP(321,?)
REAL LENGTH(10,25)
COMMON HH » Y,LIM » RI,ILIM,DIS,CA S,RO,E L A M,S A N,T X 3,T X T,FP D » U,HV T,JP L




I = I L I M
CDEFL=SAG-4.0*SAG*(XX( I L I M , J ) ) **2 / ( 2 . 0*XX ( ILIK:,NXQC) )**2
JJ = J
IF( J.LT.NXQC-DGO TO 19
IF(LIM( ILIM).GT . LIM( ILIM-1) )JJ= J-1
IF(J.EQ.NXOC)JJ=JJ-1
19 IF(N.NE.1)GO TO 20
LFNGTH(NN» J)=5QRT( <Y( I )-Y( 1-1) 1 *#?+('J( T «JJ)-t!( I-1»JJ) )**2)

















COMMON HH»Y»LIM »fl » I L I M,D I S»CAS , RO ,EL ANS SAN , TX8 , TXT , FPD ,'J »HVT » JPL
COMMON/NT/NOELT U,WWEIGH,NME3H,MAREA,N
1000 FORMATdH ,9H I J , I 2 ,7 ( 7X , I 2 ) )
1001 FORMAT(1H ,12HNODE NUMBERS)






WRITE(6,1000) (J»J = J1»J2)
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•FOR,IS RIBDFF,RIBDEF
SUBROUTINE RIBDEF(X)
DIMENSION Y(321 ) ,LIM(321)»U(321,25)»X(3), UP(321,2)
COMMON HH»Y»LIM»RI»ILIM,DIS»CAS,R0»EL AM»SAN»TX8,TXT»FPD»U»HVT,JPL
















































= » F 1 0 . 4 )
= , F 1 0 . 4 )
RAD II15= , F10.4)
RADIUS=,F].o.4)
TIP OUTER RADIUS =»F10.4)
TIP INNER RADIUS =»F10.4)
FORMAT!1HO,22HALLOWABLE DFFL ERROR =»F]n.4)
FORMAT!1HO,22HRIB MODULUS E*10**-6 =»F10.4)
FORMAT!1HO,22HCABLE SAG '=,F10.4)
FORMAT!1H0.22HMESH TENSION TIP =.F10.4)
FORMAT!1H ,I3»2X,E10.5,5(2X,E11.6))
RIB MOMENT MOMENT




1 RADIUS Z )
1130 FORMATdH ,80H RIB TIP
ION COORDINATE COORDINATE/)
1140 FORMAT!1HO,29HRIB CURVE FITTING
1150 FORMAT!1HO,40H B(l)
1160 FORMAT!1H0.3E15.9)





































Z2=RO**2/CON+X< 1)*RATIO+X(2)*(4.*RATIO**3-3.*RATIO)+XM )*( 16.*RATI
10**5-20.*RATIO**3+5»*RATIO)






IF ( I.GT.NBLKSJGO TO 90
RHO=RO-AI*H
RATIO=(RHO-RI )/(RO-RI )
Z2 = RHO**2/CON + XU ) *RAT I 0+X ( 2 >*( 4. *RAT I 0**3-3 . * R A T I O ) +X ( 3 > *( 16 . *RAT
1 I O * * 5 - 2 0 . * R A T I O * # 3 + 5 . * R A T I O )
8C U( I » 3 ) = S G R T ( H * * 2 + ( Z 2 - Z 1 ) * * 2 )
R I E = R I B - M J ( ! , 3 )
90 C O N T I N U E






IF(U(NNN,8)+.0001.GT.UP( I ,2) )GO TO 120
1 = 1-1






SQ = SQRT( (U(NNN + l,l)-UdNNN-l , 1) ) **?+^t .*H**2
U(N»6)=2.0*H/SQ
U(N,11 )=(U(NNN-1,1 )-U(NNN+l,l) ) /SO
HTH=UP < I » 1 ) *U ( N , 6 ) *U ( N » 1 1 )









DO 170 N = 1 , N I J M P 1
IF(N.EQ.1)GO TO 160
N N; M = 2 * M - 1
OY=U(NNN,1)
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D X = U ( N N N , 8 )
F1=RMOM( 1 , D Y , D X )
PC 150 I=] ,NN
I 1=2*1-1
F?=RMOr«M I I + 2 » D Y » D X )
rvr; = 0 . 5 * ( U < I I , 3 ) + U ( I 1+1,?)
c I JM=T,! !>,',+ ( DS/3 .0 ) *( F1+4
150 F 1 = F 3
CA3MON< = 2 . *FMAX* ( ( 5 I NTTI-I + S I NTTD ) *(',/ '( 1 ,] ) -DY ) -S I NTT V* { I.) ( ] , 8 ) - D X ) )
c, | i lv< = c} I | ,v + f- ft p. V! 0 ?.«
rO^r,T = !.i(r.!NN,?) / R I B
160 U ( N » 4 ) = S L i M
T R O = T R O T + C O N S T * ( T R O B - T R O T )
TR I = TR I T + CONST* ( TR I 3-TR I T )
ASO = WIDTH*!IFIGHT
iO = TRO+HEIGHT/2.0
S I C=3. ?. 41 5Q3* ( TRO**4-TR I **4 ) /4. 0
c.I SO = W1 DTH*HEIf iHT**3/12.C
U ( N » 5 > = S I C + S! SO-t- AC.*YPT**2 + ASQ* ( T '<O+H F 1 GHT /? . 0-YPT )
ij( N» 7 ) =Sl'M/ (FRIR*10COCOO*U(N»5))
170 COMTINUF
181 U(NUWPl»9)=0.n
Y P = n . n
DO 190 I=NUM,1,-1
IT =2*1-1
YP1=U(II»3)*(U( I »7)+U( I+l »7) )
U( I »9)=U( I + 1»9)+'.J( I I ,3)*( 2*YP+YP1 )
YP=YP+YP1
190 CONTINUE
00 2-?0 I = 1»NIJM D1
II=?*I-1
1 1 ( I » 1 2 ) =i..i ( I I » 8 j +U ( I » 9 ) * U ( I » 1 1 )
U ( I » 1 ?. ) =U ( II , 1 ) -d ( I » 9 ) *U ( I » 6 )
2^0 CO-NT IMUF
WRITE(6»1120)
WRITE (6, 11 30)
DO 210 I = 1,NUV!P1
II 1=2*1-1
WR I TF( 6,]n80) I I I ,U( I II ,2) ,U( I ,5 ) -Ul I ,4) ,U( I ,9) »U( I »12) «U< 1,13)
210 CONTINUE
INDEX=IMPEX+1
!!( IN^EX » K- ) ='J( 1,9)
IF( INDEX. FO.] )GO TO 40

















COMMON HH , Y , L IM , R I , I L I M , D I S ,CAS, RO » EL A1"!, S AN , TX 5 , TX T , FPD »I
COV.MON/RBB/FMAX»5I.NTTH»5INTTV»SINTTD »NODES
TV'AX = TXT-{ TXT-TX3)*(l'(N,2)/U(NODES»2 ) )
NN=(N-11/2+1





DIMENSION Y(321 ) »LIM(321) ,U(321,25),X(3)









RTH=UU I»3)+'..M I 1-1,3)
GO TO 20
]0 RTH=U(11,3)
20 BB = BB+(U( I,13)-U( I ,14))**2*RTH
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• F O R » I S R C A L C . R C A L C
SUBROUTINE R C A L C ( X )
D I M E N S I O N Y ( 3 2 1 ) » L I M ( 3 2 1 ) » U ( 3 2 1 » 2 5 ) » X < 3 )
COMMON HH , Y , L I M , R I , I L I M , D I 5 , CAS , RO , E L AM', S AN » TX 6 , TX T » FPO , U , HVT , JPL
1,DM,DIFMX,DIFM,RI?.N
COMMON / N T / NDF L T U , (WE I GH , MM f SH , -\ A R F A , N T F N5,
COMMON /R I B /.MUM , MUMP 1
RLENTH=U( 1,1? )-U( NUMP1,12)
^0 20 I=l»NlJViPl
R A T I O = ( U ( I , 12 )-U( NUMP1 , ] 2 )
U( I »1A )=U( I » 1 2 ) * * 2 / C O N + X(1 ) *RAT IO+XI 2 ) * ( 4 . *Rfi T IO**?-3 • *RAT !0 ) +X { 3)




•FCR. IS R P R I M T , R P R I N T
SUBROUTINE RPR I NT
D I M E N S I O N Y ( 3 2 1 ) » L J M ( 3 2 1 ) » U ( 3 2 1 . 2 5 )
COMMON HH » Y » L I M » R I » I L I M , D I S > C A S , KO , E L AW , SAW , TXB , TX T , FPD » U • HVT , JPL
1,DM»DIFMX,DIFM,RI6N
COMMON /RIB/ N'JM » NUMP 1
inoO F O R M A T ( 1 H , I 3 » 3 F 1 5 . 5 )
inni FORMAT' ( 1HO,51H CURVF FIT CURVE F I T T I N G )
1.110 F O R M A T * 1H .5CHNODE RADIUS Z -CCOR^I N A T E ERROR )
n o i n I = I , N U M P I
. 11=2*1-1
U( I » 13) =U( I » 1 3 ) - U ( I » 14)
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IX. APPENDIX B TYPICAL COMPUTER PRINTOUT
4 4 4 * 4 « 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 4 4 * 4 4 * *
* * 4 * 4 4 * * * * * 4 t * t 4 * 4 4 4 * t f * * t t 4 4 * 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 * * 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 * * 4 4 * 4 4 * * 4 * 4 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : * *
**« NUMBER OF R 1 E S - 18 A N T E N N A R A D I L S r 84.000 *»*
4 4 * 4 4 t 4 4 * 4 » t * 4 t 4 * * « * * t t * 4 t « 4 4 * 4 * * 4 * * 4 * * * 4 4 » 4 * 4 * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 » * * * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * « 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * t * * 4 4 * 4 * 4 4 * * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * *
OUTPUT UNITS EQUIVALENT TC INPLT UNITS
RMS ERROR IS WEIGHTED bY ILLUMINATION FUNCTION
RMS CRRCR IS WEIGHTED BY SURFACE AREA OF ANTENNA
*»»INPUT P A R A M A T E R S FCR RACIAL RIB ANTENNA ' * *
A N T E N N A R A D I U S r &<4 .0Ga
HUB RADII 'S r 27. CDC
HALF ANGLE B E T W E E N RIBS - 3.753
F O C A L L E N G T H T O D I A M E T E R - . 42C
F O C A L LENGTH - 7 C . 5 6 G
TENSION' R A D I A L D IRECTION: .030
TENSION CIRCUH. DiRfTCP = .120
TENSION C IRCUH. D I R f E f l S E : .120
MAX N O R M A L S U R F A C E ERROR: .330
SUEDISH E L C C K A G E R A D I U S : 13 .GCO
RIGID DISH RMS E R R O R : .008
C A B L E SAG : i .CCO
GRID SIZE P A R A M E T E R : 1
R I B O P T I M I Z A T I O N V A R I A L L L S A l l ) T O A < 3 > : .OOCDCO . O C O C Q O . C O O O C O
INITIAL MAXIMUM .NORMAL DIFFERENCE FUNCTION: .100178 + 00
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MINIMUM NORKAL DIFFERENCE KINIK IZ AT ION ITERATES
ERROR OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES
ITER FUNCTION (1) (2) '31
1 .100178+00 .OOUOCOCO .00003000 .00020000
2 .100178+00 .OOOGCOCO .00000000 .00000000
3 .100178+00 .ooaoccco .oaaoaooa .occaaoao
<t .58311G-01 -.55555555-01 .37037035-02 .92592589-02
<4 .533116-01 -.55555555-01 .37037035-02 .92592539-02
/)This section lists the minimization iterates of the maximum surface error at any
point on the antenna and reduces this error to the maximum allowable.
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INITIAL A N T E N N A MESH S H A P E 2 - C O O R D I N A T E S






































N U M B E R S
J 2













































IE. 3 2 04
17.5326


















5 . 4 C E 2
4.9437
4 . 5 G 0 5






2 4 . 9 5 7 4



















9 . 7 & 4 4
9.1571
8 . 5 S 7 C
7 .9944
7 .4398











2 4 . 9 5 7 4 2 4 . 9 5 7 4


















INITIAL RMS E R R O R F INCTICU - .226400-01
This section lists the array of z-coordinates of the initial shape and also lists
the initial RMS error before optimization. The z-coordinate is the distance from
a plane normal to the paraboloid through the vertex of the antenna to the node.
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RIB OPTIMIZATION ITERATES
ERROR OPTIMIZATION VARIABLES
ITER FUNCTION U) (2)
1 .226400-01 -.55555555-01 .3 7C37035-C2
2 .226400-01 -.55555555-01 .37037035-02
3 .226400-01 -.55555555-01 .37037035-02
4 .226*400-01 -.55D55555-Q1 .37C37035-C2
5 .226400-01 -.55555555-01 .37C37035-C2
6 .226400-01 -.55555555-01 .37037035-02
7 .216335-01 -.76861495-01 .11313657-01
3 .215313-01 -.71847670-01 .13275427-01
9 .208130-01 -.67715833-Cl - .2925&73C-03
10 .208130-01 -.67715633-01 -.23256730-03
11 .208130-01 -.67715833-01 -.29256730-03
12 .208093-01 -.639C67C2-C1 .90404213-02
13 .205475-01 -.76121591-01 .58000500-02
14 .204734-01 -.70163317-01 .89422485-03
15 .204574-01 -.69889851-01 .24761657-02
16 .204099-01 -.74209804-01 -.29267943-02
17 .203717-01 -.73771290-01 .29739577-02
18 .202953-01 - . 75083978-01 . 78799449-C3
19 .202983-01 - . 75CS3S76-Q1 .76799449-03
20 .202963-01 -.75083978-01 .78795449-03
21 .202963-01 -. 75CS3S78-G1 .78799449-C3
22 .2029C6-01 - .74453220-01 -.53987316-03
23 .202632-01 - . 76368552-C1 -.43216869-03
24 .202SS2-01 - .7&3&S5S2-&1 - .432168&3-C3
25 .202632-01 -. 76368552-C1 - .4321C86S-C3
26 .202632-01 - . 76368552-C1 - .4321686S-03
27 .202632-01 - . 763&8552-C1 - .43216865-C3
28 .202632-01 -.76368552-01 - .43216865-03
29 .202632-01 - .76368552-01 -.43216869-03
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1 . 5GO 8
1 C f *~- OA » b c uo











































































































































.C00250fa9 ("JjSince both the illumination
weighted RMS error and the
constant illumination RMS
error are calculated, each





























































































































































i . G O O O
.6238
















l . C O O C
.5873






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































l . O O C O
.3386
l . O O O G
.3382
l . O C D C
.3261
l . C O C O
.3260




l . O C O O
.3255
l . C O O C
.3171

















































































































H]Listed here is the area of the rigid dish in the RMS error computation. It is the
area that lies between the hub radius (RI) and the primary blockage radius (DHUBR).
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A N T E N N A RMS E R R O R - . 2 2 7 3 3 8 - 0 1
W E I G H T E D RMS E R R O R - .202662-ci
FINAL R E C A L C U L A T E D A N T E N N A RCS ERROR : .227763-01
FINAL R E C A L C U L A T E D W E I G H T E D RMS EP.RORr .202629-01
RIB O P T I M I Z A T I O N V A R I A B L E S A ( l ) TO A ( 3 ) = -.763686-01 -.132169-03 .317769-03
OPTIMIZED A N T E N N A MESH SHAPE Z - C C O R L IN ATE S









































































































































































e final recalculated RMS error is determined using the final rib shape and making
final mesh shape calculation which is then used for the RMS error calculation.
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UPPER B O U N D A R Y
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X - C O O R D I N A T E S
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Y-CCORD1KATES


















































6 8 . e 8 7 C
67.0931






5 5 . 7 4 5 2
54.0973
5 2 . 4 4 2 8
50.7321
49.1151
4 7 . 4 4 2 0
















7 9 . 6 4 2 3
78 . O S E S
7&.5481




6 8 . 6 C 7 C
67.0934
6 5 . 4 9 2 9
G3. 3353









4 7 . 4 4 2 0
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©C A T E N A R Y CAuLE TENSION C A T E N A R Y CABLE LENGTH
.48180 11.225BO
*** INPUT P A R A M E T E R S FOR R l i i DEFLECTION A N A L Y S I S * *
A N T E N N A RADIUS = 8 4 . 0 C C O
HUB RADIUS - 2 7 . C G C O
Al = - .C76369
A2 - = - . O G C 4 3 2
A3 = .000318
MESH TENSION BASE - .12CO
MESH TENSION TIP = .12DC
F O C A L LENGTH TO OIA - . 4 2 C D
HALF ANGLE = 3 .75DD
FIN WIDTH - .1675
FIN H E I G H T - .0450
RIB BASE CUTER RADIUS^ .5625
RIB BASE INNER RADIUS^ .5425
RIB TIP CUTER RADIUS = .5625
RIB TIP INNER RADIUS - .5425
A L L O W A B L E DEFL E R R O R = .0010
RIB MODULUS E>lC**-6 - 10.0000
CABLE SAG = l .CGCO
All the following sections are listed only when NTEN = 1 and SAG 9* 0.0
There are two iterations of the rib deflection analysis, one with 160 elements
along the rib and the second with 320 elements. The deflections obtained from
both should be within 5%.
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L E N G T H F R O M
R I B T I P





. 41208 + 01





























. 2 7 9 6 6 + 0 2
.28737+02















. 4 0 9 C 2 + 0 2
.41652+02
R I B M C C . E M























































M O M E N T
O N R I B












. 6 5 9 8 4 C + 0 0
.742825+00
































































































R A D I U S














. 7 4 7 6 3 0 + 0 2
. 7 4 0 5 4 6 + 0 2
.733411+02









. 6 6 2 0 7 4 + 0 2
.654942+02
.647809+02
. 6 4 0 6 7 6 + 0 2























. 4 6 9 5 4 4 + 0 2
.462'»15 + 02
2
C O O R D I N A T E
. 2 4 8 4 9 3 + 0 2
.244292+02



















































































. 4 4 6 4 1 + C 2
. 4 5 3 8 G + C 2
. 46129+02
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L E N G T H F R O K
R I B T I P
.00000
. 41412+00






. 3 2 0 0 2 + 0 1
. 37107+01
. 4 1 2 0 6 + 0 1
. 4 5 3 0 4 + 0 1
. 4 9 3 9 5 + 0 1
. 5 3 4 8 3 + 0 1
.57565+01













. 1 1 4 2 7 + 0 2
. 11828+02








. 1 5 4 2 7 + 0 2
.15825+02














R I B M O t ' C K T































































. 1 G 3 5 2 5 + C C
.124923+00
. 1 4 7 4 9 6 + 0 0
.171251+00
. 126182+00
. 2 2 2 2 7 7 + 0 0
.249521+00
. 2 7 7 9 0 8 + 0 0
.307425+00
.338062+00
. 3 & 9 8 0 3 + O C
. 4 0 2 6 3 6 + 0 0
.436548+00
. 4 7 1 5 2 7 + 0 0
.507558+00
. 5 4 4 6 3 C + O D
.532727+00
.621836*00






















































































R A C I U S













. 7 9 7 6 2 6 + 0 2















, 7 4 0 £ 4 6 + 0 2
.736979+02
.733412+02














. 6 7 9 9 C 8 + 0 2
.576341+02








C O O R D I N A T E






















































































































. 2 4 0 8 8 + C 2
. 2 4 4 7 6 + 0 2
.24367+02
. 2 5 2 5 5 + 0 2
. 2 5 6 4 4 + 0 2
. 2 6 C 3 1 + C 2
.26419+02
. 2 6 8 0 6 + 0 2
.27193+02
. 2 7 5 8 0 + 0 2
, 2 7 9 6 b + Q 2
.28352+02
. 2 8 7 3 7 + 0 2
.29122+02
.29507+02
. 2 9 8 9 2 + 0 2
. 3 C 2 7 E + C 2






















. 3 9 0 2 2 + 0 2
.39398+02
. 3 9 7 7 5 + 0 2
.40151+02
. 4 0 5 2 6 + 0 2
.40902+02
. 4 1 2 7 7 + 0 2
. 41652+02
. 4 2 C 2 7 + 0 2
.42401+02




























































. 2 5 2 6 7 7 + 0 1
.239171+01
. 2 4 5 7 2 0 + 0 1
.252323+01
. 2 L ; S 9 3 C + 0 1
.2 t>5oS3+Cl
. 2 7 2 4 4 0 + 0 1











. 3 b 7 0 D i + C l













. 4 E 1 5 9 7 + G 1
.46-3227 + 01
. • 4 7 6 6 7 2 + 01
.434530+01
. 4 9 2 2 0 0 + 0 1
.499830+01
. 507571 + Cil
.515269+01










































































. 6 4 4 2 4 3 + 0 2
.640576*02
.63711G+02
. 6 3 3 5 4 4 + 0 2
. G 2 9 9 7 S + 0 2
.625412+02












. 5 8 C C 5 6 + C 2
.576431+02
. 5 7 2 5 2 5 + 0 2
.569350+02
. 5 6 5 7 3 4 + 0 2




. 5 4 7 9 6 8 + 0 2
. 5 4 4 4 0 3 + 0 2
.540337+02












. 4 9 4 4 9 5 + 0 2
. 4 9 0 9 3 0 + 0 2
. 4 8 7 2 6 6 + 0 2
.4833'J1+02
.480237+02
. 4 7 6 6 7 2 + 0 2
.473108+02
.469544+02















. 1 3 3 4 4 6 + 0 2
.13.1908 + 02
. 1 3 C 3 7 8 + C 2
.128858+02
. 1 2 7 3 4 6 + C 2
.125343+02





























































































. 4 3 5 2 2 + 0 2
. 4 3 8 9 5 + 0 2
. 4 4 2 5 8 + 0 2
.44641+02




. 4 6 5 0 1 + 0 2
. 4 5 3 7 2 + 0 2
.47243+02
.47613+02
. 4 7 S 8 4 + C 2
. 4 3 3 5 4 + 0 2
. 4 8 7 2 4 + 0 2
.49094+02




. 5 0 9 3 6 + 0 2
. 51307+02
.51675+02
. 5 2 0 4 2 + 0 2
.52410+02









. 5 6 C 7 4 + 0 2










. 60082 + 02









































































. 7 B 7 4 6 6 + 0 1




















. 9 2 7 7 4 0 + 0 1
.933824+01
























































. 4 E 7 S 7 3 - 0 5
.000000
.444 £ 9 5 + 0 2
.441031+02
. 4 3 7 4 6 7 + 0 2
.4339C3+Q2
. 4 3 0 3 3 9 + 0 2









.394 7 0 3 + 0 2
.391139+02
. 2 8 7 5 7 6 + 0 2
.384012+22










. 2 4 4 8 1 7 + 0 2
. 341754 + 02
.237691+02
.334129+02
. 3 3 0 E 6 6 + 0 2
. 3 2 7 Q D 3 + 0 2
. 2 2 3 4 4 0 + 0 2
.319377+02




. 2 0 2 C 6 3 + 0 2
.298501+02




. 2 6 0 5 8 8 + 0 2
.277125+02














. 5 6 S 7 2 7 + C 1
.559706+01












. 4 3 7 5 4 5 + C 1
.428772+01
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I N I T I A L R I B S H A F E I C U P . v e F I T T !






















































R A D I U S





















































C U R V E F I T
Z - C C C R C I N A T E
2 5 . G 2 G 2 1
24.81421




23. 7 6 7 5 4
2 3 . 5 6 C 9 2
23 .35520
23.15038
2 2 . 9 4 6 4 7










































C U R V E F I T T I N G






















































)This section is the curve
fitting section where a curve
is fit through the node loca-
tions calculated in the last
section. This allows the rib
to be presented in both equation
form and as a discrete set of
points.
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4 S . 4 4 5 4 6
49.09301
4 6 . 7 3 6 5 6
48.33012
4 6 . C 2 3 6 7
4 7 . 6 5 7 2 4
47.31060













1 3 . 9 0 2 7 7

































3 . G 4 2 5 0
6.91534
8 .73303









7 . 5 7 G 1 G
7 .45976











































































































































































G . 1 3 4 C O
G . 0 2 5 5 3
5.92566




5 . 4 2 C 5 5
£ . 3 2 2 2 4
5 . 2 2 4 8 3
S.I 2831
5 .03270
4 . 9 2 7 9 9
4 .34417
4.75126
4 . 6 5 9 2 5
4.56614
4 . 4 7 7 9 2
4 . 3 f c G 6 1































- . G 2 7 8 2










































I N I T I A L R M S E R R O R F U N C T I O N - .134870*00
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RIB SHAPE CURVE FITTING ITIRATLS





















































E R R O R





















































O P T I M I Z A T I O N V A R I A B I
( 1 )
.oococccc
- . 1 5 0 0 G C C C + 30
- .15CCCOCO+CO
- . 1 5 0 0 C G C C + C O







- .134255CC + CO-
- . 1 3 4 2 5 5 C G + 0 0
- . 1 3 4 2 5 5 C O + C O
-.134255CG+30
-.155 79JJ91 + 33




- . 1 5 G 5 C 3 G 9 + 0 0

















- . i&374£. 48 + 00





- .16412830 + 00
- .16454 C2 1+00
- . 1 5 4 5 5 E 7 7 + C O
- . 1 6 4 5 5 5 7 7 + C O
- . 1 6 4 2 8 5 C 8 + G O
- . 1 6 4 2 8 5 0 8 + G O




. 66666 6 6 G — Cl
. 55 6 5 5 5 66- 31
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53 .133621-02 - .161*40257 + 00 -.14567156-01 .399E4809-02
54 .133621-02 - . I & 4 4 0 2 5 7 + GO - .1466715E-C1 .39964809-02
55 .133621-02 - . 15440257+ CC - .14667158-C1 .399848C9-02
56 ,133579-02 -.16133023 + 00 - .1461£345-C1 .4C4C56C3-02
57 .133575-02 - .1E433S66+ CC - .14637S60-G1 .4042Ct79-02
58 .133575-02 - .16M33SS6 + CO - .m537£60-Gl .40420479-02
59 .133571-02 - .16437877 + 00 - -14652191-G1 .4C18229C-02
60 .133580-02 - .16435069 + 00 .- .14633125-01 .40385469-02
61 .133580-02 - .18435G69 + 00 - .14632425-01 .40365469-02
61 .133580-02 - . 1 6 4 3 5 C 6 S + D C - .14633425-01 . 4 C 3 G E 4 6 9 - 0 2
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F I N A L H 1 B S H A P J T I C U R V C F I T T I N G )






















































R A D I U S
8 4 . 0 4 4 0 3




















































' C U R V E F I T
Z - C G C R D I K A T E
2 4 . B 5 1 2 7
24 .64C49







2 2 . 9 8 7 C b











































C U K V E F I T T I N G













































































































•'• '" 21.5 -"-' "
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RIB CURVE FITTING ..RMS ERROR = -.133560-02
B I D E « 2 ) BI3>(9)
-.164350692*00 -.146334250-01 .403654636-02
'These parameters refer to the
fib shape arid define the as-
machined rib shape that will
produce the optimum rib when
the mesh and cable are applied.
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